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Abstract—In this paper, we tackle the problem of synthe-
sizing a ground-view panorama image conditioned on a top-
view aerial image, which is a challenging problem due to the
large gap between the two image domains with different view-
points. Instead of learning cross-view mapping in a feedforward
pass, we propose a novel adversarial feedback GAN framework
named PanoGAN with two key components: an adversarial
feedback module and a dual branch discrimination strategy.
First, the aerial image is fed into the generator to produce a
target panorama image and its associated segmentation map
in favor of model training with layout semantics. Second, the
feature responses of the discriminator encoded by our adversarial
feedback module are fed back to the generator to refine the
intermediate representations, so that the generation performance
is continually improved through an iterative generation process.
Third, to pursue high-fidelity and semantic consistency of the
generated panorama image, we propose a pixel-segmentation
alignment mechanism under the dual branch discrimiantion
strategy to facilitate cooperation between the generator and the
discriminator. Extensive experimental results on two challenging
cross-view image datasets show that PanoGAN enables high-
quality panorama image generation with more convincing details
than state-of-the-art approaches. The source code and trained
models are available at https://github.com/sswuai/PanoGAN.

Index Terms—cross-view panorama generation, feedback ad-
versarial learning, multi-scale feature alignment, GANs

I. INTRODUCTION

Cross-view image synthesis aims to translate images from a
given view to a novel view by building a semantic-preserving
mapping across distinct views. Limited overlap in the field
of views causes significantly different appearances of cross-
view images, making the task very challenging. As several
pioneer works extend image translation approaches to this new
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task [1], [2], improvements in model capability and deeper
understandings of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
are achieved for cross-view image synthesis, which benefits
other vision tasks such as 3D object translation [3], cross-
view image matching [4], [5], and geo-localization [6], [7].
Thus, cross-view image synthesis has been a core frontier of
academic research in computer vision.

A typical cross-view image generation task is to translate
scene images of a certain geographical location between the
top view and the ground view. Despite recent methods [8], [5],
[9], [10] have achieved promising progress to address the prob-
lem, they only consider a single camera-angle ground-view
image rather than 360-degree panorama image. In this paper,
we address the task of generating a ground-view panorama
image by given a top-view aerial image, which is considerably
difficult due to the large domain gap between the two views
and +notable difference in image resolution between aerial and
panorama images. By following the setting of previous work
[8], we assume that ground-truth panorama segmentation maps
are available in the training phase to provide semantic layout
information, while unavailable in the inference phase.

Existing cross-view image translation methods struggle to
synthesize realistic and semantically meaningful panorama
images due to two limitations: (i) Existing methods generate
target images through a feedforward network architecture that
actually is a one-off process. Consequently, the generator is
unable to refine the synthesized images despite performance
evaluation results are provided by the discriminator. It is well
known that human beings are good at achieving their purposes
through continuous correction of their behavior guided by per-
formance feedback. Inspired by this insight, one may expect
to synthesize panorama images in an iterative process. (ii)
Previous GANs based models only use the intermediate feature
from the discriminator to distinguish real and fake target im-
ages. This discriminator’s response could only implicitly affect
the generation process through optimizing the generator. It is
desirable to provide the generator with correction guidance
information from the discriminator’s intermediate feature to
facilitate the cooperation between generator and discriminator.

Based on the above analysis, we present in this paper a
novel conditional GANs with adversarial feedback learning,
termed as PanoGAN, to address the cross-view panorama
synthesis task. As shown in Fig. 1, our model is an iterative
generation system consisting of a feedforward generation step
and a feedback correction step. The idea is inspired by the
well-known truth that human beings are good at continuously
correcting their behaviors during filling a task to approach
the goal gradually. Specifically, the model takes the input of
an aerial image Ia and outputs a panorama image Îg and a
panorama segmentation Îs simultaneously. The intermediate
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Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed PanoGAN network architecture consisting of an encoder Ge, a decoder Gd, an image
discriminator Dg , a segmentation discriminator Ds, and an adversarial feedback module Gf . All these components are trained
in an end-to-end way so that each component can benefit from the others. Note that the decoder Gd produces a 6-channel
output of which the first 3-channels are treated as the generated panorama image Îg and the remaining 3-channels are treated
as the generated segmentation map Îs. The symbol c⃝ denotes channel-wise concatenation.

discrimination features of current outputs are transformed
through our proposed adversarial feedback module (AFM) and
then fed into the generator for the next generation. In this way,
the target panorama image is continuously refined through an
iterative generation process guided by the correction informa-
tion provided by the feedback discriminators’ response.

We conduct extensive experiments on two challenging
datasets, i.e., CVUSA [11] and OP [5]. The experiments
show that PanoGAN achieves significantly better generation
performance than exiting competitive models for cross-view
image generation.

In summary, the contributions of our paper are:

• We propose a novel conditional GAN model termed
PanoGAN that generates 360-degree ground-view panorama
images from top-view aerial images by emphasizing the
cooperation and competition of generator and discrimina-
tor. We also introduce an adversarial feedback module in
PanoGAN to pass the discrimination information from dis-
criminator to generator. As a result, continual improvements
in image quality could be achieved through the iterative
image generation process, which exploits discrimination
feedback as powerful correcting supervision.

• We develop a new discrimination mechanism to pursue high-
fidelity and semantic consistency in the generated panorama
images. With the extracted multi-scale pyramid features
of the panorama images and segmentation maps, our pro-
posed pixel-semantic alignment loss helps the discrimina-
tor accurately explore the layout semantics of the target
images. Moreover, the discrimination features of panorama
images and segmentation maps provide valuable supervision
as feedback to the generator for continuously improving
synthesis performance.

• Extensive experimental results verify the effectiveness of the
proposed method both in terms of subjective visual realness
and objective qualitative scores. We demonstrate and estab-
lish new state-of-the-art performances on two challenging
benchmarks, CVUSA [11] and OP [5].

II. RELATED WORK

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) have two impor-
tant components, i.e., a generator and a discriminator, which
are optimized in an adversarial way to achieve a balance.
Recently, GANs have shown the capability of generating
realistic images in different tasks such as human face [12],
human pose [13], animal and plant [14] and scene images [15].
In order to generate user-specific images, a conditional GAN
(cGAN) [16] usually injects into vanilla GAN model external
information such as human pose [17], [18], class labels [19],
[20], and text descriptions [21]. Pix2pix [22] provides a
general image-to-image translation framework using cGAN,
which is demonstrated to be effective for tasks such as label-
to-scene, day-to-night, and edge-to-photo. Thus, we adopt
Pix2pix as the backbone of our architecture in this work.
Cross-View Image Synthesis aims to translate images from
a given view to a novel view. The early works focus on
cross-view generation for object images [23], [24] and scene
images [25], [26] with large overlap of view. Recently, re-
search attention focuses on scene image synthesis between top-
view and ground-view, in which there is no overlap between
the views. Krishna et al. [8] propose to translate images
between top-view and ground-view via multi-task learning
that generates images and their corresponding segmentation
maps simultaneously. In [5], the problem of image matching
between different views is addressed by generating aerial
images from panorama images. Tang et al. [9] propose a
multi-channel selection mechanism to address the issue of
multi-scale objects in view transformation. Different from
synthesizing one part of ground-view panorama image as in
[27] and [9], the whole panorama image is considered firstly
in [1] in which a ground-level panorama image is generated
with its label map as supervision. Krishna et al. [5] address
the problem of image matching between different views by
generating aerial images from panorama images. Our model
differs from previous approaches in that it synthesizes the
target image iteratively with the guidance of the feedback
features from the discriminator.
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Fig. 2: Overview of our iterative generation using the proposed Adversarial Feedback Module (AFM). In the tth iteration,the
encoder feature et,i produced by the encoder layer gie, the decoder feature dt,i+1 produced by the decoder layer gi+1

d , the
discriminator features ĥt−1,i

g and ĥt−1,i
s extracted from the panorama image and the segmentation map produced in the previous

iteration are fused by the proposed adversarial feedback layer F i into a novel feature dt,i, which is then treated as the input
feature of the decoder layer gid. Each adversarial feedback layer consists of stacked convolution-normalization-ReLU blocks
as shown in the upper half part of the figure, in which αi is the weighting parameter for feature fusion. The symbols c⃝ and
+⃝ denote channel-wise concatenation, and element-wise addition, respectively.

Adversarial Feedback Learning aims to increase the per-
formance of GANs by guiding the network with the evalu-
ation information of current performance. Many tasks such
as image classification [28], human pose estimation [29], and
image generation [30], [31] have benefited from the feedback
learning mechanism. For instance, Huh et al. [31] propose
to feedback discriminator’s spatial output response to the
generator in a GAN framework, being as such the most related
work to us. The feedback is achieved by modifying the bottom-
neck generator feature with the score map of discriminators in
a conditional batch normalization manner. Shama et al. [30]
is another related work that extends the feedback learning
from the training process to the inference process. Compared
with both methods, our method sends multiple discriminator
features back to each decoder layer for better using the
feedback information. Moreover, our method uses a novel
multi-scale discriminator to aid the generator and makes the
feedback learning in an end-to-end manner.
Multi-Scale Discriminator. Conventional GANs use the top-
layer feature of the discriminator to make a judgment of
real or fake based on single-scale local patches. Recently, the
features provided by different layers were exploited to enhance
the ability of the discriminator in the applications of seman-
tic image generation [32], semantic segmentation [33], [34],
object detection [35], and cross-view image matching [36].
There are two ways to compute the multi-scale discriminator
feature: apply discriminators with different scales to extract
multi-scale features (e.g., multi-scale PatchGAN) or use a

feature pyramid discriminator to extract multi-scale features
from different layers (e.g., [36]). Inspired by [37], we design
a novel dual branch discriminator with multi-scale pyramids to
empower the discriminator under a pixel-semantic alignment
mechanism. Besides, the multi-scale discrimination features
are also used as feedback guidance information to help the
generator refine the resulted images.

III. THE PROPOSED PANOGAN
A. Problem Formulation

We focus on learning a translation mapping from the top-
view domain to the ground-view domain, to synthesize a
panorama image Ig∈Rm×n conditioned on an input aerial im-
age Ia∈Rp×q . The translation mapping is supposed to satisfy
two demands for the generated images: semantic consistency
and image fidelity. For semantic consistency, the generated
panorama images should preserve semantic information of the
layout and objects in the input aerial images because both
aerial and panorama images depict the same location. For
image fidelity, the generated panorama image should maintain
most of the local details and meanwhile introduce as few
artifacts as possible.

The task is challenging due to no overlap in the field of view
between the two domains. Moreover, only the aerial images
are available for panorama image generation, making the task
harder. As the semantic layout information in the segmentation
map can be used to guide the training of cross-view transfor-
mation system [8], we also provide the segmentation maps
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Fig. 3: Framework of the proposed pixel-semantic alignment mechanism. Image discriminator features and segmentation
discriminator features are used for real/fake determining and pixel-semantic alignment. They are also concatenated as
the feedback information to the generator. The symbols c⃝ and ⊗ denote channel-wise concatenation, and element-wise
multiplication, respectively.

of panorama images in the training set. Note that our task is
different from [9] in that segmentation map is only used for
model training, while [9] use segmentation map for both the
model training and model inference.

B. Overall Network Architecture

Our model is an iterative process consisting of a feedforward
generation step and a feedback correction step. This archi-
tecture helps to promote generator-discriminator cooperation
in the generation process and continuously improves the
image quality of the target image. The overall framework of
our panorama image generation system is shown in Fig. 1.
Denote by Ia the aerial image that is fed into the generator
to extract semantic features associated with top-view. The
generator outputs a pair of ground-view panorama images Îg
and segmentation map Îs. In the feedback correction step, the
image discriminator Dg and the segmentation discriminator
Ds feed their features into the proposed adversarial feedback
module Gf to learn the feedback feature. In the feedforward
generation step, the encoding feature of the encoder Gd and
feedback feature are integrated and fed into the decoder Gd

to generate a refined version of the panorama image and its
segmentation map.

Our adversarial feedback module bridges the generator and
discriminator as the discrimination feature is directly involved
in the image generation process. As a result, the generator and
discriminator not only compete against each other but also are
mutually reinforcing, enabling the generation performance to
be continually improved.

C. Generator Backbone

As shown in Fig. 2, the generator consists of an encoder
Ge with multiple encoding layers and a decoder Gd with the
same number of decoding layers. Each encoding layer is a
sequential operation of convolution-normalization-ReLU and
each decoding layer is a sequential operation of deconvolution-
normalization-ReLU. There is an encoding-feedback-decoding

bridge among the corresponding encoding layer, adversarial
feedback (AF) module, and decoding layer, which is analogous
to U-Net network architecture. The 6-channel output of Gd is
considered as the channel-wise concatenation of the panorama
image (the first 3 channels) and its corresponding segmentation
map (the last 3 channels).

In the training phase, the generated segmentation map takes
part in adversarial learning accompanied by the ground-truth
segmentation map, which provides supervision information
for cross-view transformation. In the inference phase, the
generated segmentation map provides feedback features with
semantic information at the object-class.

Note that our generator differs slightly from X-Fork [8] or
X-Seq [8] in that panorama image and its segmentation map
are produced simultaneously by a single decoder rather than
two parallel network branches in X-Fork or two sequential
sub-networks in X-Seq.

D. Iterative Generation by Adversarial Feedback Learning

Besides the encoder Ge and decoder Gd, we propose an
Adversarial Feedback Module (AFM) Gf to achieve iterative
image generation with correction guidance fed back from
the discriminators. As shown in Fig. 2, Gf is comprised
of multiple layers F s, each of which contains two stacked
Convolution-Normalization-ReLU blocks. There is a skip con-
nection between the corresponding encoding layer and the
AFM layer to fuse the semantic encoding information and
feedback correction information.

Specifically, we assume that the current iteration order is t
and focus on the input to be fed into the i-th decoding layer
gid. Let et,i be the encoding feature produced by gie, dt,i+1 be
the decoding feature produced by gi+1

d , ĥt−1,i
g and ĥt−1,i

s be
the feedback features of Îg and Îs obtained in the (t−1)-
th iteration, respectively. Firstly, the encoding feature and
decoding feature are concatenated along the channel axis as
ei c⃝dt−1

i , which is then concatenated with feedback features
along the channel axis to be the input of AFM layer F i
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for feature transformation. By introducing skip connection
between the two ends of AFM layer F i, fused feature dt,i is
obtained by elementary addition of encoding-decoding feature
and feedback correction feature, which is fed into gid for the
following feature decoding. The feature fusion operation in
the AFM layer can be formulated as,

dt,i = αiFi

( (
et,i c⃝dt,i+1

)
c⃝ht−1,i

g c⃝ht−1,i
s

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Adversarial Feedback Learning

+⃝
(
et,i c⃝dt,i+1

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Skip Connection

,

(1)
where c⃝ is the concatenation operation along the channel axis,
+⃝ is the elementary addition operation of feature tensors, and
αi is a weight parameter that determines the importance of
feedback features.

The proposed iterative generation framework benefits cross-
view panorama image generation in two aspects: (i) As the
generator can be provided by feedback correction guidance
during the generation process, it can gradually refine the re-
sulted panorama image through iteration. (ii) The intermediate
discrimination feature is involved in panorama generating,
promoting the cooperation of the generator and discriminator
besides their competition. Therefore, semantics preservation
in image content and realism in image appearance can be
expected in the synthesized panorama image.

E. Discrimination with Pixel-Semantic Alignment
We propose a novel discrimination mechanism to guide

the generator to synthesize panorama images with accurate
semantic layout and high-fidelity details. As shown in Fig. 3,
there are two discriminators, i.e., the image discriminator Dg

and the segmentation discriminator Ds that share the same
structure but with their respective distinct network parameters.
Inspired by recent advances in designing the discriminator of
the GAN model [32], [37] that use multi-scale features for
image discrimination, we adopt the feature pyramid discrimi-
nator proposed in [37] as the backbone of our discriminator.
On this basis, we integrate fake image identification, semantic
feature alignment, and feedback feature construction in the
proposed discrimination mechanism. Concretely, the impact
of the discrimination process on the generator in PanoGAN
is three-fold: (i) the two discriminators guide the generator
to accurately estimate the data distributions of panorama
image and segmentation map through adversarial learning; (ii)
intermediate discriminator features of panorama image and
segmentation map are forced to mutually match through a
pixel-semantic alignment loss; (iii) the multi-scale discrimi-
nator features of fake panorama image and segmentation map
are fed back to the generator layer-by-layer to correct previous
generations for further improving the generation results.
Multi-Scale Feature Representation. Inspired by the feature
pyramid discriminator proposed in [37], our image discrimi-
nator Dg and segmentation discriminator Ds distinguish the
real or fake images and segmentation maps based on multi-
scale features, respectively. The advantage is that high-level
semantic information and low-level appearance property can
be captured without a heavy computational burden. In particu-
lar, the discriminator layers transfer their focus from low-level
appearance to high-level semantics. The bottleneck feature

maps are added sequentially with the previous feature maps
to provide a multiple-scale description of images. Moreover,
up-sampling and one-layer convolution are used to adapt the
size of the bottle-neck feature in the combination process.

The multi-scale discrimination features affect the network
in three aspects: (i) they are used to compute the real/fake
score map for adversarial competition between the generator
and the discriminator during the model training stage; (ii) they
provide feature embeddings for semantic alignment; (iii) the
discriminator features of fake image and segmentation map are
concatenated in channel axis to be fed back to the generator
for the following generation loop.
Pixel-Semantic Alignment. We propose a novel pixel-
semantic alignment mechanism to facilitate appearance-
semantic matching through interaction between panorama
images and their segmentation maps. The main idea is to
use layout semantics in segmentation maps as supplementary
information for accurate distinguishment between fake or real
panorama images, meanwhile use the appearance information
in panorama images as supplementary information to distin-
guish fake segmentation maps from the real ones.

Assume that there are r discriminator layers, and denote by
ht,i
g and ht,i

s (i=1, 2, . . . , r) the multi-scale feature maps of
real image and segmentation map, respectively, where r is the
total number of layers in the discriminator. Similarly, ĥt,i

g and
ĥt,i
s represent the multi-scale features of the fake image and

segmentation map. The alignment score map at i-th layer can
be expressed as

Ŝt,i
g = ĥt,i

g ⊗ ht,i
s ,

Ŝt,i
s = ĥt,i

s ⊗ ht,i
g ,

St,i
g = St,i

s = ht,i
g ⊗ ht,i

s ,

(2)

where ⊗ denotes the element-wise multiplication between two
feature tensors.

Eq. (2) shows that the multi-scale feature alignment score
map is comprised of three components including the score map
Ŝt,i
g of fake panorama image and real segmentation map, the

score map Ŝt,i
s of real panorama image and fake segmentation

map, and the score map St,i
g or St,i

s of real panorama image
and real segmentation map. Note that the alignment score map
is determined by both the generator and discriminator, thus its
gradient plays a role to update the discriminator besides the
generator. This differs notably from the multi-scale feature
discrimination mechanism proposed in [37] in that only the
generator is updated based on the match score of the fake
image and the real segmentation map.

The proposed dual branch discrimination strategy enjoys
two merits compared with [37]. Firstly, besides the real/fake
score map, richer alignment constraints are used to update both
the generator and the discriminator. Secondly, our alignment
score map is computed by seamlessly integrating it into the
discrimination procedure, ultimately benefiting the panorama
image generation task.

F. Optimization Objective
Assume that our PanoGAN generates a panorama image

through T feedback loops, then the final loss of PanoGAN is
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TABLE I: Interfaces of all the comparison methods in the experiments. (aerial denotes aerial image, pano-img denotes panorama
image, pano-seg denotes panorama segmentation map)

Method Model Input Model Output Images for Model Training
Pix2Pix [22]

Aerial Image

Panorama Image Aerial Image, Panorama Image
X-Fork [8]

Panorama Image,
Panorama Segmentation

Aerial Image,
Panorama Image,

Panorama Segmentation

X-Seq [8]
SelectionGAN [9]
PanoGAN (Ours)

the average of model losses of all the loops. Three optimization
loss functions are considered in our PanoGAN in an end-to-
end fashion, i.e., adversarial loss, pixel-semantic alignment
loss of discriminator features, and L1 distance-based recon-
struction loss of panorama images and segmentation maps.
Adversarial Loss. Under the proposed discrimination mecha-
nism, multi-scale real/fake score maps are used to compute the
adversarial loss that indicates how real the generated panorama
image and segmentation maps are in appearance. Specifically,
the image adversarial loss Lt

g and the segmentation adversarial
loss Lt

s at iteration loop t are computed by adding up all the
losses from r discriminator layers, i.e.,

Lt
g =

r∑
i=1

EIa,Ig

(
logDg(h

t,i
g )

)
+ EIa,Ît

g

(
log(1−Dg(ĥ

t,i
g ))

)
,

Lt
s =

r∑
i=1

EIa,Is

(
logDs(h

t,i
s )

)
+ EIa,Ît

s

(
log(1−Ds(ĥ

t,i
s ))

)
,

(3)
where Lt

g and Lt
s provide effective constraints to guide the

generator to achieve high-fidelity and semantic consistency
during the process of cross-view translation. The total ad-
versarial loss of PanoGAN is obtained by averaging the
adversarial losses in all iterations, i.e.,

Ladv =
1

T

T∑
t=1

(Lt
g + Lt

s). (4)

Pixel-Semantic Alignment Loss. With the multi-scale feature
alignment score map, a semantic alignment loss is computed
to indicate how much content information of an aerial image
can be translated to the ground-level domain. Specifically,
the image semantic alignment loss L̃t

g and the segmentation
semantic alignment loss L̃t

s at iteration loop t can be expressed
as

L̃t
g =

r∑
i=1

EIa,Ig

(
logDg(S

t,i
g )

)
+ EIa,Ît

g

(
log(1−Dg(Ŝ

t,i
g ))

)
,

L̃t
s =

r∑
i=1

EIa,Is

(
logDs(S

t,i
s )

)
+ EIa,Ît

s

(
log(1−Ds(Ŝ

t,i
s ))

)
.

(5)
By taking all the iterations into account, the total pixel-
semantic alignment loss of PanoGAN is given by

Lfa =
1

T

T∑
t=1

(L̃t
g + L̃t

s). (6)

Reconstruction Loss. We also use the L1 distance loss
between the ground-truth training sample and the generated
sample to compute the pixel-wise reconstruction loss to pe-

nalize the difference of the generated sample from the real
sample. The average reconstruction loss w.r.t panorama images
and segmentation maps in the training stage can be formulated
as

Lre =
1

T

T∑
t=1

(
EÎt

g

(
∥Ig − Îtg∥1

)
+ EÎt

s

(
∥Is − Îts∥1

))
. (7)

Overall Loss. The overall loss of PanoGAN is a weighted
sum of the adversarial loss, pixel-semantic alignment loss, and
reconstruction loss, so that the generator G, discriminators Dg

and Ds are trained alternatively in an end-to-end fashion to
solve the following min-max optimizing problem,

G∗, D∗
g , D

∗
s = argmin

G
max
Dg,Ds

(Ladv + Lfa + Lre). (8)

G. Implementation Details
To address the difference of image size between the aerial

image and panorama image, we propose an image pre-
processing strategy to make the input image have the same
size as the output image. Consider the input aerial image Ia
is in size m×n and the panorama image Ig is in size p×q.
The pre-processing procedure is comprised of three steps. In
the first step, the aerial image Ia is re-scaled to p× q

4 . Then,
we extend the aerial image to p×q by sequential rotation
and multiplication. The first quarter patch of the new input
image is the aerial image, the following quarter image patch
is the 90-degree counter-clock rotation of the former quarter
image patch. This process is repeated 3 times so that we can
construct the final input image for cross-view panorama image
generation.

There are the same number of encoding layers, decoding
layers, and AFM layers in PanoGAN, which is set s 8 in our
experiments. The image discriminator and segmentation dis-
criminator adapt the multi-scale pyramid structure proposed in
[37]. Instance normalization [38] is adopted for the generator
and the discriminators.

PanoGAN is optimized with the Adam solver [39] with
the momentum values 0.9 and 0.999. In the experiments,
the feedback weighting parameters in Eq. (1) are set to
αi = 0.5(i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). The number of feedback iterations
is set to 2. The learning rate of the discriminator and generator
is set to 0.00001 and 0.0001, respectively.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setting

Datasets. We conduct experiments on two challenging
datasets, i.e., the CVUSA dataset [11] and the Orlando-
Pittsburgh (OP) dataset [5]. Both datasets are widely used for
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Fig. 4: Qualitative comparison of different methods on the CVUSA dataset. From top to bottom: Input, Ground Truth,
Pix2pix [22], X-Fork [8], X-Seq [8], SelectionGAN [9], and PanoGAN (Ours). The proposed PanoGAN generates more
realistic results with more convincing details than the leading methods on rural scenes.

TABLE II: Quantitative evaluation of the CVUSA dataset for cross-view panorama image generation. For all metrics except
KL score, higher is better. (∗) Inception Score for real (ground truth) data is 5.0508, 3.5041, and 5.1280 for all, top-1, and
top-5 setups, respectively.

Method Inception Score∗ ↑ Accuracy (%) ↑ KL ↓ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑ SD ↑
All Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 (All) Top-5 (All) Top-1 (0.5) Top-5 (0.5)

Pix2pix [22] 3.10 2.40 3.23 21.34 53.17 29.42 67.51 10.77±1.74 0.3658 18.4933 17.6953
X-Fork [8] 3.51 2.79 3.54 29.01 49.32 44.04 76.13 6.60±1.55 0.4161 19.3859 18.3579
X-Seq [8] 2.86 2.58 2.95 26.94 58.88 39.29 71.89 7.61±1.71 0.4265 19.3464 18.4359
SelectionGAN [9] 3.29 2.65 3.32 28.29 60.40 43.24 75.96 6.46±1.48 0.4315 20.2797 19.1131
PanoGAN (Ours) 3.58 2.75 3.63 36.50 68.54 56.43 84.94 4.20±1.19 0.4437 20.9467 19.0913

cross-view image translation and matching tasks. Specifically,
the CVUSA dataset contains 1.5 million geo-tagged pairs of
ground and aerial images covering rural areas. According to
previous work [1], [8], [9], we select a total 44,416 aerial-
panorama image pairs in our experiments, which are further
split into a training set of 35,532 image pairs and a test set of
8,884 image pairs. The OP dataset covers urban area images
of cities Orlando and Pittsburgh. It contains 1,910 training
and 722 evaluation image pairs, each one consisting of a
ground-level panorama and an aerial image. For both datasets,

aerial and panorama images are re-scaled to 256×256 and
256×1024, respectively.
Evaluation Metrics. We use Prediction Accuracy, Inception
Score, KL score, Structural-Similarity (SSIM), Peak Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), and Sharpness Difference (SD) as the
evaluation metrics, which are widely adopted by cross-view
image synthesis methods [8], [9]. Specifically, the first three
metrics measure the generated images in a high-level feature
space, while the latter three metrics compare the fake and real
images at a pixel similarity level.
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Fig. 5: Qualitative comparison of different methods on the OP dataset. From top to bottom: Input, Ground Truth, Pix2pix [22],
X-Fork [8], X-Seq [8], SelectionGAN [9], and PanoGAN (Ours). The proposed PanoGAN generates more realistic results with
more convincing details than the leading methods on urban scenes.

TABLE III: Quantitative evaluation of the OP dataset for cross-view panorama image generation. For all metrics except KL
score, higher is better. (∗) Inception Score for real (ground truth) data is 3.4022, 2.5304, and 3.8007 for all, top-1, and top-5
setups, respectively.

Method Inception Score∗ ↑ Accuracy (%) ↑ KL ↓ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑ SD ↑
All Top-1 Top-5 Top-1 (All) Top-5 (All) Top-1 (0.5) Top-5 (0.5)

Pix2pix [22] 2.1769 1.7148 2.3608 4.16 20.91 1.11 14.44 10.77±1.74 0.3658 18.4933 17.6953
X-Fork [8] 2.3815 1.8835 2.5536 0.55 2.49 2.22 22.22 14.83±1.74 0.4296 19.2110 17.4841
X-Seq [8] 2.1701 1.8032 2.3020 6.09 26.04 5.56 27.78 13.04±1.36 0.4311 19.1217 17.4841
SelectionGAN [9] 2.1119 1.8696 2.2050 6.09 31.16 3.33 31.11 12.75±1.32 0.4291 19.0980 17.9970
PanoGAN (Ours) 2.2331 1.8553 2.5878 7.06 31.99 6.67 35.56 7.89±1.12 0.4428 19.0421 18.0543

• Prediction Accuracy [8] measures the difference in class
label prediction between real images and generated images
with the same pre-trained AlexNet model as for computing
Inception Score. Note that the prediction accuracy can be
computed based on (i) all real samples or (ii) the real
samples whose top-1 prediction exceeds 50%.

• Inception Score [40] measures both the quality and diver-
sity of synthesized images with the perspective of image
classification. A higher Inception score indicates better
image quality. In this paper, we follow [8] to compute the

all, top-1, and top-5 inception scores.
• KL Score [41] measures the distribution difference between

the real and the synthesized image sets with KL divergence.
The KL score is computed based on image features extracted
by the pre-trained AlexNet model, which is expected to be
a smaller value for better-synthesized images.

• Structural-Similarity (SSIM) [42] measures the diversity
of the synthesized samples. SSIM value ranges from 0.0 to
1.0 with higher SSIM values corresponding to more similar
images in perception.
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• Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is computed as the
ratio of the peak intensity value of a reference image to the
root mean square reconstruction error (computed between
image magnitudes) relative to the reference. A higher PSNR
value indicates better image quality.

• Sharpness Difference (SD) measures the similarity between
real and generated images in the sharpness, which is com-
puted based on the different gradients between real and
generated images. A higher SD value indicates better image
quality.

B. State-of-the-Art Comparison

We compare the proposed PanoGAN with existent cross-
view image generation methods, Pix2Pix [22], X-Fork [8], X-
Seq [8], and SelectionGAN [9].

As our task is to translate an aerial image to its correspond-
ing panorama image, the aerial image is the only input for
all involved methods in our experiments. Meanwhile, three
types of ground-truth data, i.e., aerial image, panorama image,
and panorama segmentation map, are provided for model
training. To facilitate understanding, we summarize all the
competitors’ interface information in Table I. Specifically,
Pix2pix translates aerial images to panorama images, thus
it does not use ground-truth panorama images for model
training. The other comparison methods translate aerial images
into both panorama images and panorama segmentation maps,
which means that their model can be trained with the semantic
guidance of panorama segmentation maps.

We note that the original network architecture of Selec-
tionGAN in [9] is designed to take input the concatenation
of top-view image and ground-view segmentation map along
channel dimension. Therefore, we adapt their models to our
experimental setting by simply changing the input channel
number from 6 to 3, i.e., the model input is replaced with
Ia. We also note that [8] and [9] generate the first quarter of
the ground level panorama image with size 256× 256 in their
experiments, which is different from generating 360-degree
panorama images with size 256 × 1024 in our experiment.
Thus, we need to retrain their models with panorama data. In
the training phase, the hyper-parameters of the methods are
set according to their papers. By following the experimental
setting for model training in [9], [5], the training epoch number
is set as 30 on the dataset CVUSA and 200 on the dataset OP.
Quantitative Evaluation. The quantitative results on CVUSA
are presented in Table II. Note that PanoGAN performs the
best on most metrics. In terms of high-level image evaluation
metrics, PanoGAN achieves the best results on all metrics
except for the Top-1 Inception score. In particular, PanoGAN
yields notable improvements in prediction accuracy and KL
score. This demonstrates that PanoGAN can extract image
semantic information from aerial images and successfully
transfer it to the corresponding panorama images. In terms
of low-level image evaluation metrics, PanoGAN outperforms
other methods on SSIM and PSNR, and achieves the second-
best result on SD. These results indicate that PanoGAN can
produce panorama images with higher image quality than
existing leading models.

Table III shows the quantitative comparison on the OP
dataset. We observe that PanoGAN achieves better results
than the leading methods on most high-level and low-level
evaluation metrics. Note that the training samples are limited
in the OP dataset, which brings considerable challenges to
cross-view panorama image generation.
Qualitative Evaluation. Fig. 4 shows the qualitative results
compared with existing methods on CVUSA. We can see
that the proposed PanoGAN generates more photo-realistic
panorama images with more similarity in semantics to the
ground truth panorama images than other leading methods.
Concretely, in the relatively simple scenario shown in the first
column, all the methods capture the layout characteristics of
the location and transfer the information into panorama im-
ages. We also note that PanoGAN produces a better panorama
image with fewer visual artifacts (e.g., plants and vegetation)
and more object details (e.g., road and street lines). In the
relatively complex scenario with more objects in the location,
PanoGAN significantly outperforms other methods by accu-
rately preserving the image layout. For example, in the second
column of Fig. 4, PanoGAN successfully generates the path
on one side of the road and the house on the other size, while
other methods fail to generate the objects and details.

Fig. 5 presents the urban panorama image generation on
OP. We see that our PanoGAN generates plausible objects in
the urban panorama images such as overpasses, buildings, and
roads, while the comparing methods including the state-of-
the-art SelectionGAN nearly fail in this task. Moreover, we
observe that PanoGAN performs worse on the OP dataset
than on the CVUSA dataset by introducing more artifacts.
There are two reasons: (i) the facades of buildings in urban
panorama contain much more complex textures than the sub-
urb panorama images increasing the difficulty of cross-view
panorama image generation; (ii) the available 1,910 training
samples in OP cannot represent the image distribution. Thus,
it is extremely challenging to learn the mapping from top-view
to ground-view.

C. Ablation Study
We also conduct extensive ablation studies on CVUSA to

evaluate the effectiveness of each component of the proposed
PanoGAN. To save training time, PanoGAN is trained with
randomly selected 8, 883 training samples which are nearly
1/4 of all the training samples and evaluated on the test
samples. We consider six baseline models for PanoGAN:
• Baseline A uses an encoder-decoder architecture to generate

panorama images from aerial images, in which there is a U-
Net based generator and a PatchGAN based discriminator.

• Baseline B (A + Dual-Branch Generation) generates
a panorama image and segmentation map by forcing the
output of the baseline A to be 6-channel. In addition, there
are two discriminators in baseline B correspond to the
panorama image and segmentation map, respectively.

• Baseline C (B + AFM) adds the proposed Adversarial
Feedback Module (AFM) to baseline B.

• Baseline D (B + Our Discrimination Mechanism) replaces
the PatchGAN based discriminators in baseline B with our
proposed discrimination mechanism.
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Fig. 6: Qualitative comparison of different variants of the proposed PanoGAN on the CVUSA dataset. From top to bottom:
Input, Ground Truth, Baseline A-F.

TABLE IV: Ablation study of the proposed PanoGAN on the CVUSA dataset.

Baseline Setting Accuracy (%) ↑ KL↓
Top-1 (All) Top-5 (All) Top-1 (0.5) Top-5 (0.5)

A U-Net + PatchGAN → Panorama Image 10.74 29.91 19.37 43.37 45.02±1.78
B A + Dual-Branch Generation 24.01 53.55 36.09 68.18 8.99±1.62
C B + Adversarial Feedback Module (AFM) 27.75 59.82 43.81 75.19 6.97±1.54
D B + Our Discrimination Mechanism 28.15 60.43 42.90 74.39 6.87±1.55
E C + Pyramid Discriminator [37] 29.41 60.02 45.04 75.73 6.82±1.53
F C + Our Discrimination Mechanism 30.13 61.48 46.81 77.39 5.89±1.35

• Baseline E (C + Pyramid Discriminator [37]) employs the
pyramid discriminator proposed in [37] for discrimination
on the basis of baseline C.

• Baseline F (C + Our Discrimination Mechanism) is the
full PanoGAN model that uses the proposed discrimination
mechanism on the basis of baseline C.

Effectiveness of Dual-Branch Generation. The results of the

ablation study are shown in Fig. 6 and Table IV. We observe
that baseline B remarkably outperforms baseline A on all
evaluation metrics, which means that it is effective to generate
semantically consistent images with the aid of segmentation
maps in the model training process. The results also confirm
our motivation for the dual-branch generation strategy.

Effectiveness of Adversarial Feedback Learning. We note
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Fig. 7: Qualitative comparison of the proposed PanoGAN with different input image format on the CVUSA dataset. From top
to bottom: Input, Ground Truth, Polar Coordinate transformation, Duplication without rotation, and Duplication with rotation.

TABLE V: Quantitative evaluation of different input formats for cross-view panorama image generation. For all metrics except
KL score, higher is better.

Input Format Accuracy (%) ↑ KL ↓ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑ SD ↑
Top-1 (All) Top-5 (All) Top-1 (0.5) Top-5 (0.5)

Polar Coordinate Transformation 18.75 48.36 27.48 60.60 15.19±1.62 0.4128 19.1060 18.7183
Duplication 30.05 61.22 46.64 76.86 5.94±1.35 0.4098 19.1291 18.6309
Duplication+Rotation 30.13 61.48 46.81 77.40 5.85±1.30 0.4198 19.2712 18.7535

that Baseline C significantly outperforms Baseline B on all
evaluation metrics. Specifically, the proposed adversarial feed-
back module achieves around 3.7 and 7.7 point gains on
top-1 accuracy, 6.4 and 7.0 point gains on top-5 accuracy
and 2.0 point gains on KL score. These results confirm the
effectiveness of the proposed adversarial feedback module and
the proposed feedback layer, both playing an essential role in
generating high-quality panorama images.

The effectiveness of the proposed AFM can be further
validated by comparing baseline F with baseline D. Baseline
F further boosts the performance on most metrics by adding
AFM to baseline D.

Effectiveness of Pixel-Semantic Alignment Discriminator.
Compared with baseline B, baseline D achieves significantly
better performance, which verifies the effectiveness of the
proposed joint semantic-image crossing embedding discrim-
inators.

Besides, by comparing the performance of baseline F with
that of baseline E, we observe that around 0.7 and 1.7
point gains on Top-1 accuracy, 1.4 and 1.6 gain on Top-5
accuracy, and 1.0 point gains on KL score are obtained. These
improvements demonstrate the advantage of our proposed
discrimination compared with the recent advanced pyramid
multi-scale feature discriminator.

D. Model Analysis of PanoGAN

Influence of Different Input Formats. We investigate the
influence of three different input formats to the performance of
our PanoGAN, as shown in Table V. The first method is ‘Polar
Coordinate Transformation’, which transforms the 256×256
aerial image from the Cartesian coordinate system to the Polar
coordinate system for producing 256×1024 unfolded image as
input. The second method is to concatenate duplicated aerial
images along with the width axis without image rotation,
which is denoted by ‘Duplication’. The last pre-processing
method is denoted by ‘Duplication+Rotation’, which con-
catenates duplicated aerial images along with the width axis
with image rotation. All three pre-processing strategies are
evaluated on CVUSA.

The comparison results are shown in Table V and Fig. 7.
We observe that the proposed ‘Duplication+Rotation’ strategy
achieves the best results on all metrics. We can obtain the
similar conclusion from Fig. 7. Thus, we adopt a ’rotation-
duplication’ strategy in our experiments, which alleviates
the different size problems in the challenging cross-view
panorama generation task.
Influence of the Number of Feedback Loops. The number of
feedback loops influences the performance of PanoGAN both
in model training and in inference stages. In each mini-batch
of the model training stage, the generation and discrimination
losses computed at the end of each feedback loop are summed
up for the network parameter update. The number of feed-
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TABLE VI: The number of feedback loops v.s. quantitative evaluation on the CVUSA dataset for cross-view panorama image
generation. For all metrics except KL score, higher is better.

# Feedback Loop Accuracy (%) ↑ KL ↓ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑ SD ↑
Top-1 (All) Top-5 (All) Top-1 (0.5) Top-5 (0.5)

0 22.67 55.63 34.49 69.68 8.68±1.44 0.4017 19.2699 18.5640
1 29.41 62.03 45.18 77.90 6.05±1.43 0.4165 19.2702 18.7199
2 30.13 61.48 46.81 77.40 5.85±1.31 0.4198 19.2712 18.7535

TABLE VII: The number of feedback loops in the inference stage v.s. quantitative evaluation on the CVUSA dataset for
cross-view panorama image generation. For all metrics except KL score, the higher is better.

# Feedback Loop Accuracy (%) ↑ KL ↓ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑ SD ↑
Top-1 (All) Top-5 (All) Top-1 (0.5) Top-5 (0.5)

0 11.93 37.30 18.90 48.38 42.51±2.11 0.4144 19.5731 18.6924
1 35.55 68.30 55.26 84.91 4.47±1.20 0.4349 20.5131 18.8272
2 36.50 68.54 56.43 84.94 4.20±1.19 0.4437 20.9467 19.0913
3 34.83 67.24 54.32 84.31 4.45±1.20 0.4261 20.3173 18.5862
4 33.19 65.13 50.95 82.24 4.84±1.25 0.4226 20.1650 18.5804

Fig. 8: Qualitative comparison of different numbers of feed-
back loops of the proposed PanoGAN on the CVUSA dataset.
From top to bottom: Input, Ground Truth, Loop 0, 1, and 2
times.

back loops determines the objective function optimization of
PanoGAN. In the model inference stage, PanoGAN generates
panorama images with the fixed network parameter, but the
quality of panorama images is affected by the number of
feedback loops adopted during image generation.

We firstly explore the number of feedback loops in the
training stage. We set the number of the feedback loops as k
and set k to 0, 1, 2, respectively. Moreover, we set the number
of feedback loops j in the inference stage similar to k, i.e.,
j=k. Note that k=0 indicates PanoGAN is just a forward
network without any feedback loop.

We show the quantitative results in Table VI and the qualita-
tive results in Fig. 8. We observe from Table VI that PanoGAN

performs better on k>0 on all evaluation metrics, especially
on high-level feature-based metrics, i.e., prediction accuracy
and KL score. These results demonstrate that the proposed
feedback learning module is beneficial to transfer high-level
semantic information across different views. We also observe
that increasing the number of feedback loops promotes the
performance on most metrics, but the improvement is limited.
Fig. 8 presents the consistent results that the panorama image
generated with no feedback loop introduces obvious visual
artifacts, such as trees and roads. Thus, we set k=2 in our
experiments.

Secondly, PanoGAN model is trained based on 35,532
samples of CVUSA with the feedback loop number being
set as k=2, then is tested on the test set of CVUSA with
various feedback loop numbers j∈{0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. The goal is
to investigate the effect of the feedback loop procedure in
PanoGAN to the quality of the generated panorama image.
From the quantitative comparison results presented in Ta-
ble VII, we observe that PanoGAN performs poorly when
j=0, indicating that the Adversarial feedback mechanism
(AFM) is an indispensable component of the iterative gen-
eration framework of PanoGAN for high-quality panorama
image synthesis. Besides, we observe that PanoGAN achieves
the best performance when j=k, suggesting that the same
feedback loop number should be adopted in both the training
and test phase for PanoGAN generating panorama images in
high quality.

V. CONCLUSION

We propose a novel Panorama GAN (PanoGAN) for gener-
ating panorama ground-view images from top-view images.
PanoGAN introduces three key components: a dual-branch
generation strategy, a kind of pixel-semantic alignment dis-
criminator, and an adversarial feedback module. The first
component is employed to simultaneously generate both the
targeted panorama image and its segmentation map for gener-
ating semantically consistent results. The second one is used
to enhance the fine details and semantic alignment between the
generated results and the real ones. The third one is adopted
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to progressively improve the generation performance under
the feedback of the discriminators. Extensive experiments on
two challenging datasets show that the proposed PanoGAN
achieves significantly better results than state-of-the-art ap-
proaches.
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